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Abstract Exercise can elicit cardiovascular abnormalities not present at rest and can be used to assess the function of

cardiovascular system. Stress testing is the most useful way to screen the patients with myalgic chestpain from silent 

coronary insufficiency. In the post myocardial infarction patients extent of rehabilitation in terms of physical strain can 

be assessed. A total of 50 male and female adult normal individuals were selected to assess ST segment changes in Lead 

II of ECG before and after treadmill exercise of stage one. There is a significant change in ST segment after tread mill 

exercise of stage one with p-value <0.0001
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INTRODUCTION 
Electro CardioGraphy has become an integral part of 

clinical assessment of cardiovascular diseases as is the 

testing of Pulmonary Function Tests in respiratory 

diseases. ECG is the most basic non-

informative and routine modality of investig

gives clear and accurate information regarding cardiac 

function enabling us to diagnose conduction defects, 

arrythmias and myocardial infarction. Assessment of 

cardiac function by ECG permits early detection of 

congenital defects and abnormalities associated with 

many cardiac diseases. ECG also provides valuable 

information in maintaining disease progression and 

response to treatment. ECG associated with exercise used 
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Electro CardioGraphy has become an integral part of 

clinical assessment of cardiovascular diseases as is the 

testing of Pulmonary Function Tests in respiratory 

-invasive fairly 

informative and routine modality of investigation which 

gives clear and accurate information regarding cardiac 

function enabling us to diagnose conduction defects, 

arrythmias and myocardial infarction. Assessment of 

cardiac function by ECG permits early detection of 

ies associated with 

many cardiac diseases. ECG also provides valuable 

information in maintaining disease progression and 

response to treatment. ECG associated with exercise used 

as a screening procedure for detecting latent coronary 

artery diseases in asymptomatic patients with family 

history of diabetes mellitus, familial hyper 

cholesterolemia, myxoedema, in apparently healthy and 

asymptomatic young men. Now-

the exercise tests being effectively carried out as a 

screening procedure for cardiovascular diseases. TMT is 

the simple method of assessment with high sensitivity for 

morbidity, survival rate and the work efficacy of 

cardiovascular function. 

  

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study was conducted in the department of 

Physiology, Kurnool Medical College, Kurnool, Andhra

Pradesh for the selection of subjects. Prior to the 

commencement of the study consent was obtained from 

the College Ethical Committee and written consent was 

obtained from the subjects after explaining the exercise 

procedure of TMT including the complications they may 

face. Each subject was informed in detail of its objective, 

the aim of the research protocol and the method to be 

used. Subject’s ECG was taken at rest and during stage 

one exercise on TMT. Subjects who 

suffering from cardiovascular, respiratory problems and 

metabolic disorders were selected and divided into two 

groups. TMT procedure was conducted between 9 AM 
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as a screening procedure for detecting latent coronary 

ptomatic patients with family 

history of diabetes mellitus, familial hyper 

myxoedema, in apparently healthy and 

-a- days TMT is one of 

the exercise tests being effectively carried out as a 

cardiovascular diseases. TMT is 

the simple method of assessment with high sensitivity for 

morbidity, survival rate and the work efficacy of 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The present study was conducted in the department of 

urnool Medical College, Kurnool, Andhra 

Pradesh for the selection of subjects. Prior to the 

commencement of the study consent was obtained from 

the College Ethical Committee and written consent was 

obtained from the subjects after explaining the exercise 

rocedure of TMT including the complications they may 

Each subject was informed in detail of its objective, 

the aim of the research protocol and the method to be 

Subject’s ECG was taken at rest and during stage 

one exercise on TMT. Subjects who are non-smokers, not 

suffering from cardiovascular, respiratory problems and 

metabolic disorders were selected and divided into two 

groups. TMT procedure was conducted between 9 AM 
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and 12 Noon. They are expected to stay in the treadmill 

room at least for half an hour to get accustomed to the 

environment. Then the electrodes are applied to the 12 

Lead recording of the ECG. The input connections are 

made to the ADC and the computer is switched on. The 

pulse oximeter is connected to the right middle finger. 

The procedure is explained to the subject in detail and 

maximum co-operation in the procedure is sought. The 

resting ECG and HR are recorded. The subject is 

explained to undergo warm up period for 2 minutes by 

slowly walking on the treadmill in slow speed. After 

wards tread mill is run at 2.7 kms per hour at an 

inclination of 10 degrees. The subject walks on the 

treadmill for 3 minutes. Since the connections are already 

present the HR is noted and the ADC is switched on and 

12 Lead ECG is recorded and stored in the computer, in 

the standing position of the individual. Subject’s ST 

segment of ECG at rest and after stage one exercise on 

TMT was considered as control group case group 

respectively. 

 

RESULTS 
A total of 50 adult male and female subjects were 

examined. The recordings were tabulated after obtaining 

the computer analysis of data for periods and amplitudes. 

The ST segment position is noted according to data given 

by the computer in Lead II. The ST segment changes in 

Lead II are tabulated individually at rest and stage one 

exercise on TMT. Table showing comparison of ST 

segment changes at rest and after stage one exercise on 

TMT:

 

Table 1: 

Parameter Control group (MEAN±SD) Case group (MEAN±SD) p- value 

St segment changes(mm) -0.311 ± .177 -0.442±.199 < 0.0001 

 

Mean and Standard Deviation of ST segment changes at 

rest and after stage one exercise on TMT were being 

compared in the table. The data obtained was analyzed by 

using unpaired student’s t- test. There was a significant 

increase in ST segment depression during stage one 

exercise on TMT when compared to resting condition 

with p- value less than 0.0001. 

 

 
Figure 1: ST Segment Change 

 

DISCUSSION 
Exercise testing elicits the body’s reaction to measured 

increase in acute exercise. Any protocol of exercise 

testing provides the subject to undergo a graded increase 

in exercise so as to show a graded response in terms of 

HR, Systolic Blood Pressure and ECG changes. ST 

segment is the interval between the end of ventricular 

activation and the beginning of ventricular recovery. 

When resting ECG was normal, exercise induced ST 

segment elevation is due to severe ischemia although 

accompanying ST segment depression is reciprocal. 

Increase in myocardial oxygen consumption during 

exercise is a very important factor coupled with electrical 

changes in heart. The velocity of electrical changes 

depends upon a number of factors like oxygen 

consumption, SBP and coronary blood flow during 

exercise. Thus if ST segment changes are correlated with 

HR the sensitivity of the test can be improved. Therefore 

quantification of ST segment depression n Lead II is very 

important in the estimations during exercise. Coronary 

disease exists only when ST depression crosses1mm level 

and not before. Progressive repolarization abnormality 

occurs because observed ST depression throughout the 

test depends not only on the extent of underlying 

coronary obstruction but also on the metabolic severity of 
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myocardial ischemia as it increases on going cardiac 

work.HR adjustment of ST segment depression also can 

improve the value of extent for the identification of 

anatomically and functionally extensive disease. Relating 

the magnitude of ST segment depression change to HR 

change during peak efforts by linear regression could 

improve the performance of the exercise ECG. 

 

CONCLUSION 
The location of ST depression in Lead II along with other 

Leads gives an idea of the location and extent of damage 

in myocardial infarction. ST segment depression 

increases with increasing gradation of exercise along with 

the heart rate which is directly related to the quantum of 

exercise. ST segment depression of more than 0.1mm 

occurs in the first stage exercise on tread mill when 

compared to normal individuals at rest. Stress activity is 

the most useful method of assessing the extent of 

decreasing coronary insufficiency related to myocardial 

contractility. Subjects complaining of chest pain, with 

coronary insufficiency cannot complete the stages of 

testing and the ST depression is more pronounced in these 

patients, thus screening of occult coronary insufficiency 

can be ruled out. Correlation of ST segment depression 

with heart rate and ST/HR index gives better sensitivity in 

identifying the potentiation of myocardial insufficiency. 
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